With the right mobile computing solution, warehouse and material-handling operations can achieve so much more

Thanks to mounted mobile computers on forklift trucks, operators can now go about their daily picking and putting-away tasks, while connected to back-end host systems. This allows operators to have all the information they could possibly need at their fingertips in order to increase productivity and minimize errors.

**Selecting the right mobile computing solution is critical to success**

It’s important to select a device that’s flexible, truly mobile and rugged enough to withstand the demanding environments in which it may be used. Panasonic’s range of ruggedized TOUGHBOOK mobile computing solutions are the perfect fit.

**Benefits extend across the Enterprise**

- The warehouse solution offers cross-functional benefits including cross-docking, pick and put-away, inventory tracking; and the tablet can also be used for office applications (email, spreadsheets etc.) and a myriad of other tasks.
- Available with Android or Windows 10 for seamless integration across any Enterprise platform.

TOUGHBOOK rugged computers range from 4.7” handhelds to 10” rugged tablets designed to be used in the warehouse, on the retail floor and on the road.
Supply chains are gaining efficiency and cost savings by taking advantage of versatile forklift mounted computer solutions

**Rugged from the inside out**
Drop-tested from 4’ and from 26 angles, vibration-tested to ensure operation in rough-riding vehicles, and capable of withstanding extreme temperatures. Our devices are robust enough to work exceptionally within the industry’s challenging workplaces.

**Work without limits**
With glove- and rain-enabled touchscreens that are anti reflective for sunlight readability, our IP-rated devices allow operations to keep moving through the most demanding environments. Indoors or out. Whatever the weather.

**Latest systems and technology**
Choose from the latest Windows or Android™ OS, and the most current Intel® processors.

**Optimized connectivity**
Where other devices fail, TOUGHBOOK solutions stay connected. Our models offer combinations of LAN, wireless LAN, Bluetooth, WWAN (3G/4G) and GPS, and our vehicle docks offer optional dual antenna pass-through to further enhance connectivity.

**Ergonomic mobility**
Ergonomically designed and rigorously tested, our fully-rugged and flexible vehicle docks and mounts provide a complete, safety-compliant solution that’s easily transferable between forklifts.

**Dedicated accessory range**
From barcode scanners and RFID readers, to security and connectivity-enhancing software, all accessories are tested and certified to meet TOUGHBOOK standards, guaranteeing full compatibility.

**Specialist support and services**
Panasonic ProServices offers added-value support and solutions that include managed deployment, technical support and repair, asset management and user training, ensuring your project is rolled out smoothly and successfully and remains that way for tears to come.
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**FZ-G1 Product Highlights**
Panasonic is the only major manufacturer that designs, builds and tests its mobile devices in its own factory - allowing quality control, consistency and parts availability to be monitored every step of the way.

Engineered to withstand drips, drops, dust and grime. Panasonic Toughpad tablets thrive and survive in the hardest of environments. Panasonic is committed to delivering mobile computing solutions that help you get the job done, wherever it takes you.

- IP65
- Shock & Vibration: MIL-STD-810G
- Drop Spec 5’ Dust & Water Resistant
- Operating Temperature Range
  -20 F to 140 F
- 1/3 the weight of fixed-mounted vehicle computers
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